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PROPOSALS FOR FUTURE ELECTORAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE
HORSHAM DISTRICT IN THE COUNT* OF WEST SUSSEX
1.

We, the Local Government Boundary Commission for England, having carried

out our initial review of the electoral arrangements for Horsham district in
accordance with the requirements of section 63 of, and Schedule 9 to, the
Local Government Act 1972, present our proposals for the future electoral
arrangements for that district*

2.

In accordance with the procedure laid down in section 60(l) and (2) of

the 1972 Act) notice was given on 31 December 1974 that we were to undertake
this review. This was incorporated in a consultation letter addressed to the
Horsham District Council, copies of which were circulated to West Sussex
County Council, parish councils in the district, the Members of Parliament for
the constituencies concerned and the headquarters of the main political
parties. Copies were also sent to the editors of local newspapers, circulating
in the area and of the local government press* Notices inserted in the local
press announced the start of the review and invited comments from members of
the public and from interested bodies*

3.

Hoi-sham District Council were invited to prepare a draft scheme of

representation for our consideration.

When doing so, they were asked to

observe the rules laid down in Schedule 11 to the Local Government Aot 1972
and the guidelines we set out in our Report No. 6 about the proposed size of
the council and the proposed number of councillors for each ward*

They were

also asked to take into account any views expressed to them following their
consultation with local interests.

We therefore asked that they should

publish details of their provisional proposals about a month before they

submitted their draft scheme to us, thus allowing an opportunity for local
comment.

4.

The District Council have passed a resolution under section 7(4)(a) of

the Local Government Act 1972 requesting the Secretary of State to provide
for a system of whole council elections.

5.

On 30 May 1975t Horsham District Council presented their draft scheme of

representation.

They proposed to divide . the area of the district into 25

wards, each returning 1, 2 or 3 members to give a total council of 43*

6*

We considered the draft scheme submitted by the District Council*

alternative arrangements for the urban area submitted by a local political
party and comments from a numberof parish councils regarding the arrangements
for the rural area. We decided to adopt the District Council's draft scheme
as the basis of our draft proposals, but to reduce the representation of the
proposed Denne and Henfield wards from 3 councillors to 2, to increase the
representation of the proposed Rusper ward from 1 councillor

to 3» to divide

the proposed Tout Hill ward so as to make the parish of Siinfold a single
member ward known as SIinfold; to add the parish -of Itchingfield to the
parish of Shipley to form a single member ward known as Itchingfield and
Shipley; to amalgamate the Nuthurst ward with the Southwater ward to form
a 3-member ward to be known as Southwater; and to amalgamate the Ashington
and Tbakeham wards to form a 2-member ward to be known as Ashington.

7«

On 16 August 197&, we issued our draft proposals and these were sent to

all who had received our consultation letter or .had commented on the Council's
draft scheme. The District Council were asked to make the draft proposals, and
the accompanying maps which illustrated the ward boundaries, available for

inspection at their main offices. Representations on our draft proposals were
invited from those to whom they were circulated and, by public notices, from
members of the public and interested bodies. We asked for comments to reach
us by 18 October 1976.

8.

We received comments on our draft proposals from the District Council, 13

parish councils, 2 local political associations, 3 neighbourhood councils, a
residents association, a local amenity society, the Rector of Thakeham and
from 3 private individuals.

Most of the comments related to the wards in which

we had suggested modifications to the District Council's draft scheme.

9*

We considered that we needed further information to enable us to reach a

conclusion. Therefore, in accordance wi.th section 65(2) of the 1972 Act, and
at our request, Mr R N D Hamilton was appointed an Assistant Commissioner to
hold a local meeting and report to us.

10. Notice of the local meeting was sent to all who had received our draft
proposals or had commented upon them, and was published locally.

11. The Assistant Commissioner held a meeting at the Town Hall, Horsham,
on 20 September 1977* He also visited the areas which were the subject of
comment.

12. A copy of the Assistant Commissioner's report to us is attached at
Schedule 1 to this report.

13. In the light of the discussion which took place at the meeting and his
inspection of the area the Assistant Commissioner recommended that our draft
proposals should be modified as follows. He recommended us to alter the name of the

Seeding ward to Bramber and Upper Heeding; to alter the name of the Ashington
ward to Chanctonbury; to transfer the Doomsday ward of Horsham Rural parish
to the Riverside ward; to constitute the Southwater ward of Horsham Rural
parish as a 2-member district ward to be named Southwater;

to constitute the

parish of Nuthurst as a single member ward to be named Nuthurst;
representation of the ftusper ward from 3 councillors to 2;

to reduce the

to transfer part of

the Trafalgar ward to the Denne ward and to increase the representation of the
Denne ward from 2 councillors to 3«

In other respects he recommended that we

should confirm our draft proposals as our final proposals.

14.

We reviewed our draft proposals in the light of the comments which we had

received and of the Assistant Commissioner's report.

We noted, in particular, that

he had not recommended any change to our draft proposal that the Roffey ward should
return 3 members, although if the forecast electorate for 1980 were correct it
would appear to

be under-represented.

In formulating our draft proposals

we noted that on the basis of the 1975 electorate for this ward only 2 councillors
would be justified and, if the growth actually occurred, there would be a case
for 4 councillors.

We also noted that the Council had suggested 3 councillors

and that no local objections had been raised.

We doubted whether the area

would develop as fast as was suggested and concluded that, on balance, 3 members
would be adequate.

Our view of the rate of growth for Roffey ward has been

confirmed by the movement in the electoral register - /[lift electorate for 1977*
and £666 for 1978, compared with the Council's estimate for 1980 of 7568.
concluded that, subject to the modifications recommended by the Assistant
Commissioner we should confirm our draft proposals as our final proposals.

We

15* Details of our final proposals are set out in Schedules 2 and 3 to this
report and on the attached map. Schedule 2 gives the names of the wards and
the number of councillors to be returned by each. The boundaries of the new
wards are shown on the attached maps. A description of the proposed wards
as shown on the maps is set out in Schedule 3 to this report*

PUBLICATION
16. In accordance with section 60(5)(b) of the Local Government Act 19?2f a
copy of this report and a copy of the map are being sent to Horsham District
Council and will be available for public inspection at the Council's main
offices. Copies of this report (without maps) are being sent to those who
received the consultation letter and to those who made comments.

L.S.
Signed:
EMUHD COMPTON

(CHAIRMAN)

JOHN M HANKIN

(DEPUTY CHAIRMAN)

PHYLLIS BOHDEtf
T BROCKBANK MICHAEL CHISHOLM
D P HARRISON
R R THORNTON
N DIGN3Y (Secretary)
21st September 1978

REVIEW OF ELECTORAL ARRANGEMENTS
FOR THE DISTRICT OF HORSHAM
REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER
(R.N.D. HAMILTON)

TO THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOUNDARY COMMISSION FOR ENGLAND
1.

INTRODUCTION

1. I was appointed by the Secretary of State In accordance with section 65(2)
of the Local Government Act, 1972, as an Assistant Commissioner to hold
a local inquiry or carry out any consultation or investigation with respect
to the review by the Local Government Boundary Commission for England of the
electoral arrangements for the District of Horsham.
2. I held the meeting at the Town Hall, Horsham, Sussex, on Tuesday,
20th September, 1977, starting at 10. 30 a.m. The names and addresses

of persons attending the meeting are set out in the Appendix to this report, together
with the names of those whom they represented.
2.

THE COMMISSION'S DRAFT PROPOSALS

3. On the 31st December, 1974, the Commission invited the Horsham District Council
to prepare a draft scheme of representation for the district, taking into account
any views expressed to them by local interests, and to submit their draft scheme to
the Commission. On the 30th Hay, 1975, the District Council submitted their draft
scheme. This provided for 25 wards returning a total of 43 councillors, the same
total number of councillors as under the present arrangements. The wards were
in fact the same as under the present arrangements except that in the Horsham Town
area the existing three wards returning 5, 4 and 4 councillors respectively were
divided into four wards each returning 3 councillors, a reduction for the area of
one In total representation. The total number of 43 councillors, however, remained
the same because the representation of the Roffey Ward just outside the Town area
was Increased from 2 to 3 councillors.
4. The Commission adopted the Council's draft scheme as the basis for their draft
proposals but made alterations in the representation of wards and in .ward boundaries

in the interests of numerical equality. The alterations were as follows :(1) a reduction in the representation of the Denne Ward from 3 to 2
councillors, and consequently a reduction in the Horsham Town area as
a whole from 12 to 11 councillors;
(2) a reduction in the representation of the Henfield Ward from 3 to 2
councillors;
(3) an increase in the representation of the Rusper Ward from 1 to 3
councillors;
(4) the division of the Toat Hill Ward, consisting of the Parishes of
Itchingfield and Slinfold, so as to make the Parish of Slinfold into
a single member ward to be known as Slinfold, and the addition of the
Parish of Itchingfield to the Parish of Shipley, a ward on its own
under the Council's scheme, to form a new ward to be known as
Itchingfield and Shipley, the new ward to be a single member ward;
(5) the amalgamation of the Nuthurst Ward (one member) with the Southwater
Ward (one member) to form a :two i member ward to be known as Southwater;
(6) the amalgamation of the Ashington Ward (one member) and the Thakeham
Ward (one member) to form a two member ward to be known as Ashington.
5. The Commission noted that the Council's proposed Roffey Ward and their
proposed Rusper Ward included detached parts of parish wards contrary to the
rules in Schedule 11 to the 1972 Act, and accepted these wards on the understanding
that the District Council would constitute parish, wards co-terminous with the
proposed district wards. The District Council have since made appropriate
warding orders as mentioned later in this report (paragraph 10
),though I am
recommending, in accordance with the District Council's request, that one of the
new parish wards should be included in a different district ward from that
originally proposed by them.
6. Part I of the Table below shows the 19 wards in the Commission's draft
proposals which are co-terminous with, and have the same names as, wards in the
District Council's draft scheme. The alterations proposed by the Commission in
the representation of three of these wards, alterations (1), (2) and (3) in
paragraph 4 above, are shown in italics in the second column. Part II shows in
ordinary type the wards proposed by the Council affected by the Commission's
propped alterations at paragraph 4(4) above and the Commission's proposals in
italic type. Part III shows in ordinary type the wards proposed by the Council
affected by the Commission's proposed alterations at paragraph 4(5) above and
the Commission's proposals in italic type. Part IV shows in ordinary type
the wards proposed by the Council affected by the Commission's proposed
alterations at paragraph 4(6) above and the Commission's proposals in italic type.
In each Part the first column shows the ward name, the second the number of,
councillors for the ward, the third and fourth the 1975 and estimated 1980
electorates submitted originally by the District Council to the Commission, and
the fifth and sixth the mathematical entitlements to councillors in 1975 and 1980
respectively, which are found by dividing the average number of electors per ward
into the ward electorate. The average number is in the case of column 5 1,540
and in the case of column 6 1,926. There was discussion at the meeting as to
whether the District Council's estimate of the 1980 electorates (in fact these
were described at the meeting as, and are, "end of 1979" electorates) were in
all cases up to date and accurate. I was satisfied (see paragraph 70 ) that
the estimated 1980 electorate for the Rusper Ward should be reduced from 7,486
to 3,500 and that for the Parish of Thakeham should be increased from 983 to 1,333.
These alterations besides affecting the entitlements of the wards immediately
concerned also necessarily reduce the average number of electors per ward to 1,842
and consequently affect the 1980 entitlements of all wards. I have, therefore,
added a seventh column to the Table to show the revised 1980 entitlements based on
this new average figure and, for the wards affected, the new estimated electorates.

Ward

Councillors

Electorate
1975
1980

1975

Entitlement
1980 1980 (Revised)

Part I
Feeding

2

3,608

3,848

2.34

2.00

2.09

Billingshurst

2

3,288

3,922

2.14

2.04

2.13

Broadbridge Heath

1

1,569

1,641

1.02

0.85

0.89

Cowfold

1

1,682

1,806

1.09

0.94

0.98

Denne

3 (2) 3,812

4,562

2.48

2.37

2.48

Forest

3

5,367

5,567

3.49

2.89

3.00

Henfield

3 (2) 3.808

4,264

2.47

2.21

2.31

Pulborough

2

3,494

3,888

2.27

2.02

2.10

Riverside

3

5,393

5,393

3.50

2.80

2.93

Roffey

3

3,518

7,568

2.28

3.93

4.11

Rudgwick

1

1,586

1,854

1.03

0.96

1.01

R us per

1 (3) 1,486

7,486

0.96

3.89

1.90

Steyning

2

3,027

3,601

1.97

1.87

1.95

Storrington

2

3,180

3,852

2.06

2.00

2.09

Sullington

1

1,348

1,488

0.88

0.77

0.81

Trafalgar

3

4,833

4,933

3.14

2.56

2.68

Warnham

1

1,308

1,424

0.85

0.74

0.77

West Chiltineton

1

1,547

1,895

1.00

0.98

1.03

West Grinstead

1

1,715

1,815

1.11

0.94

0.99

913

0.58

0.47

0.50

,

(3,500)

Part II

Shipley

1

Toat Hill

1

2,173

2,355

1.41

1.22

1.28

Itchingfield and
Shipley

1

1,798

1,895

1.17

0.99

1.03

Slinfold

1

1,270

1,370

0.82

0.71

0.74

895

Part III
Nut hurst

1

1,062

1,284

0.69

0.67

0.70

Southwater

2

3,427

4,165

2.23

2.16

2.26

Southwater

3

4,459

5,449

2.92

2.83

2.96

Part IV
Ashington

1

2,186

2,316

1.42

1.20

1.26

Thakeham

1

909

983

0.59

0.51

0.72

(1,333)

Ashington

2

3,095

3,299

2.01

1.71

1.98

(3,649)

3.

THE WRITTEN REPRESENTATIONS

7. Prior to the meeting I was supplied by the Commission with copies of written
representations which they had received in response to the advertisement of their
draft proposals.
8. Written representations from the Horsham District Council detailed their
objections to certain of the Commission's proposed alterations, and the details
are set out under the appropriate headings later in this report. No written
representations were received from the West Sussex County Council. Other written
representations were from various Parish Councils, organisations and individuals,
and these are noted under the appropriate heads later in this report.
4.

THE DISCUSSION AT THE MEETING

9. In opening the meeting I said that I thought it would be most convenient to
deal first with any representations on matters of general principle, including
possibly some discussion of the estimation of the 1980 electorates, and
thereafter to deal with the various representations grouped according to the
areas to which they related, and the order in which these were discussed is as
set out later in this report.
10. Mr. M.J. Baty, District Solicitor, Horsham District Council, opened the
discussion by submitting a set of plans, No. 1 showing the District Council's
draft proposals, No. 1A showing the Commission's draft proposals, No. 2, being
a large scale street map of Horsham Town with the Council's and Commission's
proposed ward boundaries superimposed, No. 3, being a small scale plan of the
Horsham Town wards and the Doomsday Ward as defined in the Council's warding
order mentioned later, and No. 4 showing «bouii»g the detached part of the
Crabtree Parish Ward dealt with by the Council's warding order for Lower Seeding
Parish. He then outlined the history leading up to the meeting. The District
Council had received a letter from the Commission, dated 31st December, 1974,
inviting the preparation and the submission to the Commission by the 30th May,
1975, of a draft scheme after taking into account the views of local interests.
The Council had accordingly started on the preparation and had had regard to the
rules in Schedule 11 to the 1972 Act and the guide-lines laid down by the
Commission, in particular that the maximum number of councillorjfor each ward
should be 3 and as to the ratio of electors to councillors. On the 23rd April,
1975, the Council had approved a draft scheme providing for 25 wards and 43 members
The draft scheme was submitted on the 30th May, 1975. The District Council had
received the Commission's proposals dated 17th August, 1976, proposing 23 wards
and 43 members, and he outlined the differences between the Council's draft scheme
and the Commission's proposals, which are set out in paragraph 4 above. He also
referred to the Commission's note about warding set out in paragraph 5 above and
said that on 29th April, 1977, the Council had made the Parish of Horsham Rural
(Wards) Order, 1977, constituting the detached portion of the Roffey Ward of
Horsham Rural Parish as the separate DooSday Ward to remove an anomaly and he
would speak later on what was to happen to Doomsday; on the 20th January, 1977,
the Council had made the Parish of Lower Seeding (Wards) Order, 1977, which
transferred the detached part of Crabtree Parish Ward of Lower Seeding Parish to
the Colgate Ward of that Parish thereby ensuring that the parish ward and district
ward boundaries would coincide, and he said that there were no electors in this
small area. That he said brought us up to the present day.
11. Mr. Baty continued by saying that when the draft scheme was prepared forecasts
of the electorates were arrived at for the end of 1979. This was done mainly by
having regard to likely housing development, and one had regard to planning
permissions given and the rate of development over the previous five years. In the
main the electorate was taken at 2 per dwelling as an average figure and in places

the figures were rounded off. This meant that at the end of 1979 the
estimated total electorate would be 82,823. These figures were arrived at in
1975. The only major discrepancy concerned the Rusper Ward where the Commission's
proposal referred to an increase In membership from 1 to 3 based on the District
Council's estimate of 7,486, largely to come from the Bewbush area. It had been
estimated in 1975 that all the houses would be completed with an extra electorate
of some 6,000, but that total would not be reached. Development of Bewbush in the
Horsham District had only commenced in July this year; six hundred houses were
estimated to be constructed by the end of 1979, which would result in an extra
electorate of 1,200 to 1,500 and not 6,000. This reduced the total figure to
about 78,000. There was no evidence to suggest that the Council's original
figure was initially wrong. Otherwise the figures were all correct.
12. Mr. R, Evenden, representing the Horsham District Labour Party, asked
for the source of the Council's Information about the Bewbush development.
Mr. Baty said it was from the Council's building control officers and planners.
He personally had not spoken to Crawley, the developers. It was agreed tha*^
enquiry would be made of Crawley in the course of the meeting
13. In the course of the meeting I referred to the fact that part of the
development in the Roffey Ward concerned the Greater London Council and asked
whether any change of policy about housing people out of London might affect the
estimated electorate of that Ward, but Mr. Baty indicated that the-Council had no
reason to alter their estimate for this Ward.
14. This was all that anyone wished to say on general principles, and I then
proceeded to the discussion of the details of the representations relating to
particular areas.
(1) The Beading Ward
15. A written representation was submitted to the Commission from the Bramber
Parish Council asking the Commission to reconsider the proposal to name the
electoral ward which combined Bramber with Upper Beeding as "Seeding. Ward".
They asked that the ward should be named as either "Upper Beeding and Bramber Ward"
or "Bramber and Upper Beeding Ward", but not as "Beeding Ward" as there were
two Beedings in the Horsham District, Upper Beeding and Lower Beeding and, for
that obvious reason, the use simply of the word "Beeding" could lead to confusion.
16. Mr. J. Armour-MiIne, Clerk of the Bramber Parish Council, said that Bramber
had a great history and that at Horsham I was sitting in a village in the Rape
of Bramber. In the days of the Chanctonbury Rural District Council Bramber had
had one councillor; on re-organisation they were joined to Upper Beeding and
combined had two councillors, which they were still to have. Bramber had
suggested that the new Horsham District should be named Bramber as it was
largely coincident with the Rape. They now wanted to have their name in the
ward title.
17. Mr. Baty said that the District Council were quite happy to leave this
question to the Commission. They had chosen Beeding to keep the name simple.
The polling district was Beeding.
18.

The Upper Beeding Parish Council were not represented at the meeting.

(2) The Henfield Ward
19. Written representations were submitted to the Commission
(1) from the Horsham District Council saying that they were opposed to the
reduction from 3 to 2 in the representation of this ward. It was
emphasised that the ward consisted of three identifiable areas - Henfield,
Shermanbury and Woodmancote, that when these three parishes were combined
to form the existing ward at the time of re-organisation the representation
on the former Rural District Council - i.e. Henfield 2, Woodmancote 1,
Shermanbury 1, was reduced from 4 to 3. A further reduction was not
acceptable. It was appreciated that the number of electors per councillor
would be low in relation to the average, 1,421, but the Comission's
figure of 2,132 was considered unacceptable in such a wide area as the
Henfield Ward;
(2) from the Henfield Parish Council saying that the Parish Council at a
meeting strongly protested at the reduction of councillors from 3 to 2.
The Parish Council completely supported the views put forward by the
District Council above.
20. Mr. Baty said that their written representation still represented the
position of the District Council. They were still opposed to a reduction in
membership from 3 to 2. There were three separate areas Henfield, Shermanbury
and Woodmancote. Only a few years ago there had been 4 councillors, now there
were 3 and even a further reduction was proposed to 2. If one examined the
numbers there were 1,421 electors for each councillor in the Henfield Ward on a
3 member basis, but if one looked at the Commission's proposals for Warnham
there were 1,424 for a councillor and Slinfold 1,370 for a councillor; so there
were precedents for a similar ratio. If one reduced Henfield to 2 members there
were 2,132 electors per councillor which was considered far too high for such a
large area, and, looking at the table of representation, only Roffey, Rusper and
Denne were higher; none of the district wards to the south of Horsham Town
exceeded 2,000. So the Council felt there was a good case for maintaining the
number of councillors at 3 to give proper representation for the Henfield Ward.
21. Mr. Kenneth Jones, a member of the Henfield Parish Council representing that
Council, said that it was a matter of numbers. The electorate was divided at
present as to 3,117 in Henfield, 132 in Shermanbury East, 219 in Shermanbury West
and 102 and 448 in Woodmancote, giving a total of 4,018, about 200 more than 1974.
Henfield had had a village plan prepared, and it was envisaged that by 1980 the
population of Henfield alone would be 4,640, and many of the people coming in
would be of electoral age. He emphasised that the ward was a very scattered area
with 5 places for voting because of remoteness. There was at present one
representative for each of the three parishes by virtue of .the councillors residing
in appropriate places. There would be a feeling of some deprivation if, having
been reduced from 4 to 3, they were then reduced from 3 to 2. While at present
one councillor came from each of the three parishes, they would still want 3
councillors even if all 3 came from Henfield. The ward was not particularly large
in terms of acreage but it was so diluted, e.g., there was no connection between
Shermanbury East and Shermanbury West except by going right round. Mr, Baty said
that when the Council had prepared their draft scheme the electorate was 3,808,
and this broke down into Henfield 3,117, Shermanbury 345 and Woodmancote 346.
Looking forward to the end of 1979 the Council's figure was 4,264 based on 246
further dwellings, and analysis indicated that most of these would be in Henfield
Parish, so the likely increase in the electorate of 450 would be living round
Henfield.
22. In the course of the discussion I mentioned Storrington as an area with a
possibly larger acreage than Henfield and only 2 councillors, and Afr. H.F. Hewett,
representing the Liberal Party, said that the acreage at Henfield was one-third
greater than Storrington and the population was much more cohesive than the

Henfield area. From the Liberal point of view they would support the District
Council because the population was not adequately represented if done purely,
on a population basis. On my pointing out that I was referring to the Storrington
Ward including the Parishes of Parham and Amberley Mr. Hewett said that even then
he did not think it was more than Henfield. The Liberals would have liked to
see the extension of the District Council's argument to other areas, but Henfield
was one place where-it should be accepted. Mr. R.J. Stanford said that he was at
the meeting as an observer on behalf of the Secretary to the Arun District Council
and the only comment he wished to make was - Was area in point ? Area, he said,
was not material but equal ratio of electors to councillors was.
(3) The Ashington and Thakeham Wards
23. Written representations were submitted to the Commission
(1) from the Thakeham Parish Council strongly upholding the Horsham District
Council's proposal that Thakeham should.remain a single member ward known
by the name of the Parish and saying that because the Parishes of
Washington, Ashington and Wiston had a population more than double that
of Thakeham integration into a single ward would mean that Thakeham
electors would always be out-voted and would never have their own
councillor as at present. If it was felt that an electorate of 909 was
too small for one councillor and a link was unavoidable then for most
Thakeham Parishioners their natural socio-economic communications were
with Sullington on the west, and the Parish Council would prefer a link
with Sullington;
(2) from the Chairman of the Thakeham Parish Council forwarding a report of a
Parish Meeting held on 14th October, 1976. Three resolutions were passed (A), unanimously, that the Meeting wished Thakeham to remain as a single
electoral ward for district councillor elections, (B), by a substantial
majority, that, if the Commission considered some link unavoidable, the
Meeting would prefer a link with the Parish of Sullington, and (C),
unanimously, that the Meeting considered there were no social or
economic Inks with Ashington, Washington and Wiston at all comparable
with the close links with Sullington, and objected strongly to the proposed
electoral merger with Ashington, Washington and Wiston. In support or
resolution (A) the Meeting wished to underline the historical and geographical
case for maintaining Thakeham1s separate identity and cast doubt on the
District Council's 1980 estimate of the electorate. The approximate
figure of planning permissions granted on Rock Road, Water Lane development
and Heath Common was 210 and this total of new dwellings must produce some
350 to 450 new electors end not the 74 estimated by the District Council.
In support of resolution (B) the following natural links were mentioned (a)'the B2139 Thakeham to Sullington, (b) shopping at Storrington,
(c) the Water Lane Industrial Estate close to the boundary between the two
Parishes, (d) the new Water Lane development mostly on the Thakeham side
of the boundary, (e) the same Rector for the two Parishes, (f) the
principal school in the region lies near the common boundary.
As second
option the Meeting considered a proposal to increase the area and population
of Thakeham by the addition of Warminghurst plus those parts of the
geographical area known as Heath Common which at present fall outside
Thakeham Parish as put forward by the Heath Common Residents Association.
In his covering letter the Chairman of the Parish Council said that he
understood that merger with Sullington Parish would be acceptable to the
Sullington Parish Council but the Chairman of that Council reserved his
Council's position on "Option 2"; and he also said in relation to
resolutions (B) and (C) he would refer to Schedule 11 to the 1972 Act
which required regard to be had to "any local ties which would be broken
by the fixing of any particular boundary", and he believed that soph ties
would be broken by the Commission's proposals;

(3)

from the Association of Heath Common residents saying that the purpose
of the Association was to serve the needs of residents of three parishes,
Thakeham, Sullington and Washington, at the point where these Parishes met.
They were disturbed at the proposed amalgamation for electoral purposes
with Ashington, Wiston and Washington as they had no affinity with the
former two and were remote from the centre of Washington village. They
were aligned with Storrington for shopping, schools, library and
entertainment while Ashington and Wiston in particular were aligned to
Steyning and possibly Horsham. Any amalgamation with Ashingtou would
result in an area too large and widely scattered for an elected representative
to cover and have conflicting priorities. Ashington was on the A24 road
while Thakeham was on the parallel B2139. Thakeham was being rapidly
developed on the south-west corner which would lead to a large increase in
the electors of the Parish. The Association asked that the boundaries of
Thakeham remain as at present, but failing this they put forward in detail
what is briefly described as Option 2 above. Residents of Washington
Parish in the Option 2 area had been sampled and stated that they would
have no objection as their requirements were aligned with those in
Thakeham towards Storrington. The number of residents of Sullington
Parish in this area were very few and it would make only a small abstraction
from the Sullington electoral roll. Option 2 would solve planning
application difficulties in the area. As a second alternative to remaining
as now the Association would put forward amalgamation with the Parish of
Sullington;

(4)

from Mr. R. Field, a resident in the Heath Common area, protesting at the
Commission's proposal because of the large area, the loss of identity
between councillor and elector.by having two councillors, the smaller of
the two wards would run the risk of disenfranchisement by the votes of
the larger, the proposals were based on incomplete information as to
development, if it was essential to even out the ratio of electors to
councillors it would make more sense to rationalise boundaries in the
Heath Common area, and any area with two councillors was an obvious target
for reduction to one;

(5)

from the Thakeham Branch, Shoreham Constituency Conservative Association,
pointing out that the population of Thakeham Parish was scattered and
consequently required a good deal of effort on the part of the district
councillor to give adequate service. To merge the Parish with any of its
neighbours would aggravate this,
and it would be damaging to the
relationship between town and rural areas to diminish the representation
of the latter;

(6)

from the Rev. George D. Ballard, Rector of Thakeham, referring to the
Parish Meeting mentioned above and saying that he had discussed the matter
with the real old residents, country folk who could not turn out to the
public meeting, who confirmed that Thakeham and Ashington had never mixed
socially and had always regarded one another with complete detachment and
indifference.^The
roads did not lead to one another and there had been
^^"
no trade or ititer-relationship whatever. No future or proposed long term
plan regarding roads or trade or the County structure plan suggested any
future likely growing together of these two communities. The Church
Registers showed that there had been fewer marriages between Thakeham and
Ashington folk than that of any neighbouring villages especially
compared with their southern and western neighbours. This fact was
relevant even this autumn. As a Thakeham resident he felt entitled to
say that to be represented by the same councillor as that of Ashington
could mean that the interests of Thakeham might not be Justly represented.

(7)

from Mr. G.C. Denver saying that as a resident of Thakeham Parish he
wished to register his objections to the Commission's proposal because
Thakeham was remote geographically from Ashington, Washington and Wiston

compared with other parishes, there were no common interests linking the
Parishes, Thakeham1s representation would be diminished, and the wishes
of the electorate of Thakeham had not been considered or sought. The
status quo should be preserved;
(8)

from the Ashington Parish Council welcoming the Commission's proposals
because they did not consider that the District Council's proposal
accorded with the same ratio rule and that having regard to the
similarities of occupation and interest the four parishes should be
combined to form one ward giving a figure of 1547 electors per
councillor instead of 2,186 Ashington and 909 Thakeham (1974 electorate);

(9)

frora the Wiston Parish Council saying they had no objection to the draft
proposals for the Horsham District;

(10)

from the Washington Parish Council forwarding a copy of a letter they
were sending to the Thakeham Parish Council saying that Option 2 of
resolution (B) (see (2) above) concerned Washington veiyclosely indeed
and asking that Washington was kept informed if there was any further
discussion of this, especially if any further proposition was to be put
to the Commission.

24. Mr. J.N. McKelvie, Chairman of the Thakeham Parish Council, said that there
had been another recent Parish Council meeting on the 30th August, 1977, when
the Parish Council re-affirmed its position as one of opposition to merger and
its strong desire to remain independent for electoral purposes. He wished to
dvelop a few points. They had a long history as an independent unit. He had
brought a statement from the previous Parish Council chairman, who had set out
the past history and relationship with various local government arrangements.
It was a proud and independent parish, (The statement by Mr. H.J. Skinner,
handed in to me, said that development in the Parish had been restricted in the
past but there had been a recent change in the attitude of the planning authority
towards private development, and there would be a considerable increase in
population sufficient for a single member ward. Since the days of the Conqueror
Thakeham had been a parish of note; in Doomsday Book, apart from Washington
Thakeham was by far the largest and most valuable parish among its neighbours;
under the Gilbert Act of 1782 Thakeham was chosen as the administrative centre
for a poor law union of six parishes, later enlarged, under the Poor Law Act, 1834,
by an additional eight parishes and known as the Thakeham Union; under the Local
Government Act, 1894, Thakeham was the name of a new rural district council,
which continued until 1930, when the Chanctonbury Rural District Council was
formed; throughout there had been at least single member representation for
parishes; the new secondary school for the surrounding district was built in
Thakeham and known as Thakeham Senior School).
25. Mr. McKelvie cdht'inaed by saying that they believed that Thakeham had
entered an expansive phase. Independent figures prepared for the West Sussex
structure plan showed that there had been a gross under-estimate in the increase
in the Thakeham population. The structure plan figures started with 1,150 in
1975 and, taking into account substantial building going on and a number of
planning permissions to be taken up, this would rise to 1,817. Converting
this to electorate should give an electorate of 1,500, which would entitle
Thakeham to a separate member.
26. Mr. McKelvie then went on to say that the Rector of Thakeham was away from
Thakeham and could not attend the meeting, but he handed to me a certified copy
of a letter which he had received from the Rector. This reiterated the Rector's
written represenxtatlon to the Commission (see paragraph 23 item (6) above) and
stated that the geography of the roads and physical boundaries had resulted in
minimal contact and social awareness of one another between Ashington and
Thakeham and this seemed to have been the position down the years and

centuries. It seemed quite wrong to think that a district councillor could
in any way bridge this gap and serve the different communities fairly.
Mr. McKelvie said that there was an ancient church at Wanninghurst sometimes
spoken of as a link because it was in the ecclesiastical parish of Thakeham and
the secular parish of Ashington, but many of the electors of Wanninghurst would
say their links with Thakeham were greater than those with Ashington. If
Warminghurst were made part of Thakeham it would, he would think, increase the
electorate by some 100 electors. The Heath Common Residents Association did
not seem to be a bull point as a link^for Ashington was not a member of the
Association. Some would say there was a road link, the B2133, between
Thakeham and Ashington, but a glance on the ground would show a larger
concentration of Thakeham toward the southern end or in the middle linked by
the B2139 which went to Sullington. They believed their links with Sullington
were closer than with Ashington, Washington or Wiston, and they could develop
these.
They did not think merger unavoidable, because of the likely population
growth. Their relations with neighbouring parishes were dictated by geography
and communications, and their larger centres of population were near Sullington.
There was a large housing estate of 139 houses under construction, 137 houses in
Thakeham and 2 houses in Sullington. In Parish Council affairs they had
several matters of joint interest with Sullington. Whatever the decision was
on electoral wards it would not be acceptable to Thakeham as the basis for any
boundary changes which might be considered later. The 1980 electorate of
Thakeham should be 1,500; the District Council's figure of 983 was a figure
without any foundation. For a long time in Thakeham no substantial housing
estates were built, but recently the position had totally changed. The large
housing estate just mentioned was the biggest one for years and there were some
smaller ones . This was why forecasts must be regarded with suspicion. (There
then ensued a detailed discussion as to planning permissions granted, in which
Mr. D. Jenkins, the District Councillor for Thakeham^participated). Mr. McKelvie
said that apart from the 137 houses there were 29 on which building had started
and another 39 not started at Heath Common and another 7 dotted about.
27. Mr. G.C. Denyer, a resident in Thakeham (and see his written representation
in paragraph 23 item (7) above), said that he had no additional facts to put
forward but was a resident of 25 years standing and felt disenchanted with change
for no better reason than change for change's sake. They were still waiting to see
any benefits from the change on local government re-organisation. It was.not
clear what benefits Ashington, Washington and Wiston thought they were going to get
It would be more logical if they remained separate and still had 2 representatives.
Thakeham would not be better served by spreading a representative over areas
probably 10 miles apart. He felt they had a right to remain as they were.
Mrs. J. Austin, a member of the Thakeham Parish Council, said that she supported
the Chairman in all that he had said. Living in the southern area of Thakeham
where all the development was taking place she felt that in future they would
really need one representative to themselves. From a retired community they were
becoming a young active community. The school would be growing. As a young
member she felt they were in need of a councillor. The main fear was that in
joining with other parishes they would lose their identity in the future, and
they always maintained they should be independent. Mrs. M. ZJenyer, the Clerk of
the Thakeham Parish Council, said that she upheld the Chairman in everything he
had said.
28. Mr. V.H. Johnson, Honorary Secretary of the Association of Heath Common
Residents (and see their written representation at paragraph 23 item (3) above),
said that Heath Common was made up of portions of three parishes, Thakehaia,
Sullington and Washington, but the residents went to Sullington and Storrington
and were not related to Ashington. As an example, when he was coming to the
meeting in the morning through Ashington and wanted to post a letter he did not
even know where the Post Office in Ashington was. The Chairman of the Thakeham
Parish Council had referred to growth in Heath Common; most of the houses were
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going up in Thakeham Parish. The Association were very much against any
amalgamation with Ashington, Washington and Wiston and much preferred to
remain as Thakeham. If there was any question of amalgamation it should be
with Sullington.
29. Noone having mentioned Option 2 referred to in the report of the Thakeham
Parish Meeting (see the written representation in paragraph 23 Item (2) above)
and detailed in the written representations of the Residents Association,
I enquired whether anyone wished to pursue it or I could strike it out of my
consideration. Mr. Johnson said let us strike this third string off the books.
Mr. Baty, for the District Council, said that there had been no request for the
necessary warding order. Mr. McKelvie said that he wished to renew the request
for this option, and it should not be struck out.
30. Mr. M.J. Laker, Clerk of the Ashington Parish Council, said that the reasons
for the Parish Council disagreeing with the proposal of the District Council for
a separate ward for Thakeham was that it resulted , on the 1974 electorates,
in 1 district councillor for Ashington, Washington and Wiston with 2,186 electors
and 1 councillor for Thakeham with an electorate of 909 . When the Parish
Council considered the draft scheme they considered that these proposals did not
accord with the rules, one of which was that the ratio of electors to.councillors
was to be the same. 2,186 compared to 909 was not the same ratio . His Council
felt that Thakeham being adjoining Ashington and with the same kind of
occupations and interests could well be included giving a 3,095 electorate to be
served by 2 councillors giving 1,547 electors for each councillor, within 7 of
the average number for the whole district, and the Parish Council were extremely
pleased to see the Commission had adopted this. Ashington understood the reasons
why Thakeham wanted their own member but it was not true to say that the bigger
parish would always elect the member. At present Wiston was the smallest parish
and Wiston returned the councillor and Asbington was extremely pleased.
31. Mr. R.H. Goring, Clerk of the Wiston Parish Council, said that Wiston was
a little non-committal to begin with. Since their letter to the Commission
(see paragraph 23 item (9) above) Wiston had decided against the Thakeham merger.
There were links between the three existing parishes; they shared a.Rector.
Wiston shared a horticultural society with Ashington and several other things with
Washington. Wiston could shop at Ashington. Wiston did not have any links with
Thakeham at all; the only thing in common was that they did not wish to be joined
in one ward. They basically felt that 1 councillor would make a more efficient job
over a small area as opposed to 2 councillors over a larger area. Mrs. Elizabeth
Morgan, Clerk of the Washington Parish Council, said that she had written to the
Commission (see paragraph 23 item (10) above). Washington had considered all the
points made by Mr. Laker and Mr. Goring and on the whole they did not know which
side to come down on. Mr. Laker's arguments were foolproof numerically while
what Mr. Goring said about social links was accurate too. Washington had no
particularly strong feelings in either direction. They were very much concerned
with the third string (Option 2) put by the Heath Common Residents; it would
concern Washington; 5 of their 9 parish councillors would no longer live in
Washington Parish if it went forward. The Parish Council would need time for
consultation with other parishes on the third string, but that did not mean they
anything like approved it. Some residents would be opposed to going outside
Washington Parish. Mr. H.F. Hewett said that he had been given a remit by the
whole of the public for Sullington. Sullington strongly supported Thakeham's
retaining their own representation. It had a great individuality and should be
preserved. This was the best way local interests could be represented. They
could understand Thakeham's attitude of sooner joining Sullington and took it as
a compliment but it would be a shot-gun marriage even between friends. He did
not think it would work to anyone's advantage. He strongly urged that Thakeham
should be kept separate. On my enquiring whether Sullington's attitude would be
affected by the question whether there would be 1 or 2 councillors for a
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Sullington and Thakeham ward Mr, Hewett said that Sullington's willingness to go
to the altar would not depend on whether there weie 1 or 2 councillors.
Mrs. Austin (see paragraph 27) said that she endorsed Mr. Goring's remarks. She
had been born in Ashington and had since married and was living at Thakeham. She
£ound that they were quite separate. Noone from Thakehou, Sullington or
Storrington visited her business in Ashington; there was no social connection.
32. Mr. Baty, for the District Council, said that the District Council had
proposed Thakeham as a separate ward with 1 member. When the District Council
had received the Commission's proposals they had reluctantly decided to support
the Commission because Thakeham would have too small an electorate and as there
would be 2 members for the combined ward the representation would not change.
As to the electorate, when the District Council prepared their scheme in 1975 it
was 909; on the 1st April, 1977, it had dropped to the figure of 886 taken from
the register and they were satisfied that the register was correct based on the
returns they had had. They estimated 983 for the end of 1979 having regard to
the rate of.development and planning permissions outstanding. He thought that
Thakeham were optimistic about the rate of development. The District Council
could not accept that it would reach 1,500. There was a difference between
planning permissions granted and houses constructed. There was no indication
when the 137 dwellings Water Lane Estate would be completed. The roads for 68 houses
on another site at Heath Common had been in for some time. It was possible the
Council had been conservative. The 983 was based on 30 to 40 dwellings over the
next five years. If the Water Lane development was all completed by the end of
1979, one was speaking about a possible additional electorate of 200 to 250, and
allowing for the 30 to 40 dwellings already in the estimate, one was speaking
about a possible increase in the electorate to 1,183. Mr. Johnson said that
the site referred to where the roads had been put in had had a chequered career;
the roads had been in for some time but the developer went into bankruptcy and the
land changed hands; it had changed hands again with every intention of going
ahead. Mr. Hewett said that the estate of 137 houses would be completed shortly.
Mr. Baty said that he did not share the optimism. The Council had never considered
the possibility of the warding required for the third string or Option 2 at this
stage at all.
33. Mr. R. Field (see paragraph 23 item (4) above) was not present at the
meeting nor was anyone present to represent the Thakeham Branch, Shoreham
Conservative Association (see paragraph 23 item (5) above.
34.

It being just after 1 p.m. the meeting then adjourned for lunch until 2 p.m.
(4) The Toat Hill and Shipley (Slinfold and Itchingfield
and Shipley) Wards

35.

Written representations were submitted to the Commission

(1)

from the Shipley Parish Council totally rejecting the joining of Shipley
Parish with Itchingfield for the election of a district councillor. The
area which would have to be covered by a councillor would be an
impossible job and they asked that the area should be taken into
consideration;

(2)

from the Itchingfield Parish Council requesting that the Parish of
Itchingfield should be given its own district councillor. They believed
that the Parish was now large enough to support its own councillor,
especially since considerable building had taken place during the past two
years, and they estimated their present number of electors to be about
1,100;

(3)

from the Slinfold Amenity Society noting with approval the Commission's
recommendation that Slinfold should be treated as an entity and not

grouped with Itchingfield. The Society believed that the present
population figure for Slinfold itaelf justified the Parish having its
own representation on the Council, In addition communication (especially
public transport) and general affinities with Itchingfield were very
limited and in some cases non-existent, making the case of effective joint
representation difficult if not impossible;
(4) from Mrs. II.F. Coxon saying that from 1964 to 1974 she was one of
Slinfold's two District Councillors and from May, 1974, to May, 1976, she
was the joint Councillor for Slinfold and Itchingfield. From that
experience she would like to give her full support to the Commission's
proposals because (i) at any election Itchingfield (population 1,250)
and Shipley (1,200) would compete on a more equal footing than Itchingfield
and Slinfold (1,750); where there was much difference in population the
smaller village would seldom win an election against a larger one;
(ii) Although Shipley had a very large acreage (7,778) as against
Slinfold (4,432) and Itchingfield (2,519), and this weighed with the old
Horsham R.D.C. in 1973, it was not very relevant. Shipley was an
agricultural parish with very large farming estates, which did not make
much demand on their Councillor. She found that the combined population
of Slinfold and Itchingfield - close on 3,000 - made heavy demands on one's
time;' (ill) geographically Shipley and Barns Green (in Itchingfield)
were more directly linked by road than Slinfold (where her address is)
and Barns Green. The latter were separated by the A264, had no public
transport between them and both centred on Horsham. She found it very
difficult to serve Barns Green, as she had to rely on taxis to get there,
and this was not an allowable expense.
36. Mr. George Perkins, a member of the Slinfold Parish Council and past
Chairman, said that the Slinfold Parish Council echoed Mrs. Coxon's sentiments.
He said that Major Anderson, the District Councillor for Itchingfield and
Slinfold,/had been present at the meeting in the morning but was unable to
attend in the afternoon, also supported the Commission's proposal.
37. Mr. Saty.for the District Council, said that the District Council's initial
proposal was to amalgamate Itchingfield and Slinfold to form the Toat Hill Ward.
On consideration of the Commission's proposal they had decided to support the
Commission. Shipley was smaller/ electorate than Slinfold, so there was great
justification for leaving Slinfold on its own and joining the two smaller
parishes. Itchingfield had 903 electors in 1975 and 978 at 1st April, 1977,
with an estimated 1,019 at the end of 1979.
38.

Noone was present to represent the Itchingfield or the Shipley Parish Council
(5) The Nuthurst and Southwater Wards

39.

Written representations were submitted to the Commission

(1) from the Horsham District Council asking that Nuthurst and Southwater
be retained as separate wards as at present. Nuthurst had a separate
identity and did not enjoy any links with the adjoining Southwater Ward.
There, therefore, seemed little point, since the overall representation
was not to be changed, in attaching Nuthurst to Southwater which could have
the effect, having regard to the number of voters in Southwater compared
with Nuthurst, of ensuring that the representation on the District Council
was in future all from Southwater. The Council would wish to include
the detached part of the Roffey Ward of Horsham Rural Parish (the Doomsday
Parish Ward) in the Riverside Ward and not in the Southwater Ward as in
the Commission's proposals;
(2) from the Horsham Rural Parish Council criticising the re-organisation of
-
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electoral arrangements before the review of parish boundaries. They
believed that Nuthurst should continue to be a separate ward and not be
incorporated into the Southwater Ward. The centres of the two Parishes
were at some distance geographically and had nothing in common as
communities. They believed that it would be against the interests of
Nuthurst in particular to be joined to the much larger,community at
Southwater, as this could easily lead to there being no representation
on the District Council for Nuthurst;
(3)

from the Nuthurst Parish Council strongly opposing the suggestion that
Nuthurst should be included in the Southwater Ward. It was entirely
unacceptable and there were entirely no links between the two areas..
With the electorate for Southwater very much greater than that for
Nuthurst then the three elected members could quite;%asily come from
Southwater with none accepting any responsibility for Nuthurst which
meant that Nuthurst would cease to be adequately represented on the
District Council.

40. Mrs. Brenda Large, Assistant Clerk to Horsham Rural Parish Council
(Southwater being in Horsham Rural Parish), said that the Council were wholly
opposed to the amalgamation of the Southwater Ward of Horsham Rural Parish and
Nuthurst because (1) East to West communications juct south of Horsham were
practically non-existent; it was exceedingly difficult to go from the built-up
area of Southwater to Nuthurst or Mannings Heath (in Nuthurst Parish); and
(2) there was an imbalance of populations of the two wards; at the moment
Southwater had 2 members and Nuthurst 1, and 3 were proposed for the
amalgamated ward; there were always contests for seats for the Southwater Ward
and it was extremely likely that Southwater members would be elected for all 3
seats. Mr. G.T.O. Hobbs, a member of Horsham Rural Parish Council, confirmed
Mrs. Large1s statement. Southwater, he said, was a very active ward and he did
not think that the Nuthurst people could possibly hope for a successful contest.
A bypass proposed for 1981 would cut Nuthurst from Southwator. The
amalgamation made no difference from Horsham Rural Parish Council's point of
view; they would not refuse to speak to Nuthurst.
41. Mrs. Rosemary Cowley, County Councillor for the area, said that she had
been asked to represent the Nuthurst Parish Council and was a resident in
Nuthurst. The Nuthurst Parish Council were also entirely against the joining of
the two wards. They did not see the point in it as there was no change in total
representation. They were also concerned that because of the make-up of the area
the probability was that it would be represented by three members from
Southwater, and it might be relevant to point out that Southwater was a growing
community with future development envisaged in the county structure plan. She
would also like to agree with what the two representatives of Southwater had said.
The two areas were completely different. The road links were extremely bad.
There were no links whatever. Nuthurst did not know Southwater or Southwater
Nuthurst. MJT. Hobbs said that elections were keenly fought in the Southwater
Ward which was developing with a young and active population; he could not see
a sharing of members on the same lines as Wiston and Henfield (see Paragraphs
30 and 21 .above). He did not think that a gentleman's agreement would hold. The
problems were very different. Mrs. Cowley agreed with what Mr. Hobbs had just
said. Mrs. Elizabeth Calvert said she was an owner of property in Southwater
but lived at Faygate. Southwater could not cope with having another Parish added.
42. Mr. Baty said that the District Council stronly supported Horsham Rural and
Nuthurst for much the same reasons as already heard. Nuthurst returned 1 member.
They felt that it had a separate identity and did not have any links with the
Southwater Ward. As the overall representation was not to be changed, i.e. 3,
there seemed little point in combining the two to form one ward. His Council
understood the fear of Horsham Rural that with the greater number of votes in
Southwater all three mebera could quite easily come from that quarter. It had to
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be admitted that if Nuthurat were on its own its electorate would be relatively
small, but on a par with Slinfold and Warnham. No reason had been given by the
Commission for the change though these other wards had equal representation and
that was a strong case for keeping the two apart.
43. Mr. Baty continued that there was one other point on Southwater. The
Commission had envisaged that the detached part of the Roffey Ward would be
included in.the Southwater district ward. After consultation in the making of
the warding order the Council felt that it should be included with Riverside.
This was supported by the Horsham Rural Parish Council and the Riverside
Neighbourhood Council. The reason for putting this detached part, the Doosday
parish ward, with Riverside was that the people in it were linked to Horsham
Town for shops and schools and there was no real link with Southwater. People
generally regarded Doomsday as part of the Town area. Mrs. Large said that
the north-east corner of Doosday was almost solidly built. Mrs. CowJey
supported what Mr. Baty had Said; the area stuck out like a sore thumb, the
children attended the Town schools, it was completely orientated to the Town.
Mrs. Large added that one of the District Councillors for Southwater had found
it extremely difficult to serve the Doomsday area. Mr. Baty said that the
electorate of Doomsday in 1977 was 675, at the time of the draft scheme it was 631
and he would go along with 700 for the end of 1979.
(6) The Rusper Ward
44.

Written representations were submitted to the Commission

(1) from the Horsham District Council saying that the increase from 1 to 3
members proposed by the Commission was not acceptable. The original
estimate of electorate in 1979/80 submitted with the Council's draft
proposals was based on completion of the whole of the Bewbush area,
totalling 2,865 dwellings , by 1979/80. It now (6/10/1976) appeared
that, although imminent, construction in the Horsham District had not yet
commenced and that the current building rates were 5oo dwellings per year.
The Bewbush scheme did not commence as early as anticipated and at this
rate of building approximately 1,500 dwellings would be completed by 1979,
2,000 by 1980. Thus the estimated electorate in the Rusper Ward at the
end of the five year period would be 5,986. It was considered that this
would not justify more than two members for this District Ward although
the number of electors per member would be higher than that proposed by
the Commission. If all the Council's representations were accepted
(including an increase to 2 for the Rusper Ward) this would increase the
total number of members of the Council from 43 to 44. While the Council
were now prepared to accept an increase in the Rusper Ward to 2 members
this should not be achieved by reduction in representation of other wards
in the District;
(2) from the Rusper Parish Council criticising as futile trying to settle
electoral arrangements before dealing with parish boundaries, saying
that the Parish Council considered the estimates of population unreliable
and doubting whether the number of councillors should be as high as 3,
pointing out most strongly that if the draft proposals were confirmed,
with or without alteration, they would not in any way be acceptable as the
basis of future boundary changes, and protesting against the expenditure
of public money on an elaborate 'numbers game* when it could be better
spent on providing realistic parish boundaries in place of the existing
anachronistic ones;
(3) from the Lower Seeding Parish Council saying that they considered that
with the next elections in 1979 (on an October, 1978, register of electors)
before the whole of the Crawley Borough development at the north of Lower
Seeding Colgate Ward was completed then 3 members would be too many,
and suggesting an increase from 1 to 2;
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(4) from the Horsham and Crawley Divisional Conservative Association
objecting most strongly to the reduction of Horsham Town Councillors
from the present 13 to 11; there was at the present a vast imbalance
between Horsham Town and the Rural Areas and they felt this situation
required further investigation. The inclusion of Bewbush in the
Horsham area could not be justified, it was part of Crawley. Residents
of Bewbush would look to Crawley for all their services and would have
no connection with Horsham;
(5) from the Trafalgar Neighbourhood Council, Horsham, in similar terns to
(4) above, adding that there would not be any interest for Bewbush residents
in Horsham.
45. Mr. G.T.O. Hobbs, Clerk of the Rusper Parish Council, said that this was
an extreme case of the futility of dealing with electors before boundaries. The
people concerned would be citizens of Crawley in an area being developed by
Crawley, and there could be no possible objection to a boundary alteration to
put the area in Crawley. But, accepting the position, the Parish Council felt that
the District Council's figures were too high in view of the state of the
development. These figures and electoral wards should not be regarded as the
basis for future boundary arrangements. Mrs. Elizabeth Calvert, Chairman of the
Lower Heeding Parish Council, said that they entirely supported the District
Council's view that there should be two councillors only for the Rusper area.
A large area was going to be playing field and there would be a large amenity
area and there was going to be a college.
The Bewbush development was not going
up as fast as expected. Lower Beeding was not saying that because the residents
would be citizens of Crawley they should not have their due share of the vote.
46. Mr. R. Evenden, representing the Horsham.District Labour Party and the
Trafalgar Neighbourhood Council, said that Bewbush was naturally part of Crawley,
but, speaking for the Labour Party, given that the parish boundaries had not yet
changed adequate representation should be given. (Mr. Evenden spoke earlier on
this subject and at that time it was agreed that enquiries would be made of
Crawley about the rate of development, see paragraph 12 above). Mr. Evenden
continued that he had been on the phone to Mr. Bourne of the Architect's
Department at Crawley Borough Council. Mr. Bourne had indicated that by the end
of 1979 796 houses would be completed in the Horsham District part of Bewbush,
which at 2 electors per dwelling would add 1,600. Mr. Bourne expected that the
rate of growth would increase quite substantially after the end of 1979 and
estimated a further 600 houses would be built in 1980 and growth would continue
in the Rusper Ward. Mr. Baty recalled that in the morning he had said 600 houses
would be built, with an estimated additional electorate of 1,250 to 1,500, by the
end of 1979 and had rounded off the total to 3,000. He had now got more
information from Crawley, also from Mr. Bourne, to the effect that a 2 year
building contract started in July with a current development of 275 dwellings to
be completed by June, 1979, and with the intention for 1978-79 of completing
another 208 dwellings by 31st March, 1979; these 208 had not started. For 1979-80
Crawley intended to build a further 785 dwellings, some for Crawley and some for
a London borough, to be completed by 31st March, 1980. Mr. Baty said that in
Horsham's experience of the last two years Bewbush had taken a long time to get
off the ground. Working on 2 electors per house he now gave an end of 1979
estimate of electors for the Rusper Ward of 3,000 to 3,500. On this basis the
District Council were now proposing two members. In their original proposals the
Council had wished to retain the existing one member for Rusper because they felt
that boundary changes would be imminent, but on the basis of the existing
boundaries 2 would be acceptable but not 3. Mr. Evenden said that he thought
3,500 would be a reasonable estimate for the end of 1979.
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47. Mrs. Rosemary Covley (see also paragraph 41) was representing the Horsham
and Crawley Divisional Conservative Association, under this head and the next.

(7) The Horshant Town Wards
48. Written representations were submitted to the Commission
(1) from the Horsham District Council saying that the Council were opposed
to the reduction in the representation from 3 to 2 of the Denne Ward on
the ground that this would be an unacceptable reduction in the total
representation of the Town wards in relation to the wards for the
remainder^, of the District. It was appreciated that this would result
in 1,520 electors per Councillor which was rather lower than the average.
The figure of 2,281 per Councillor proposed by the Commission was not
acceptable;
(2) from the Horsham Riverside Neighbourhood Council saying that (i) the
Hills Farm development would inevitably extend to within reach of the
A24 Horsham Bypass and it was their view that the boundary of the Denne
Ward should follow the line of the railway west to the bypass and north
from the railway bridge along the eastern side of the bypass to the
roundabout and east along the line of the Guildford Road; (ii) that ' they
agreed with the District Council that the detached part (the Doomsday Ward)
of the Roffey Ward of Horsham Rural Parish should be included in the
Riverside Neighbourhood, speciflcalty certain areas mentioned in detail; and
(iii) that the new Denne Ward should have 3 councillors and not 2 as
recommended by the Commission;
(3) from the Forest Neighbourhood Council saying that (i) it was felt that the
naming of the redefined wards had been arbitrary and made without adequate
reference either to the electoral representatives of the area or to
geographic/historic features of the area. For example the new Forest Ward
would be more aptly named Leechpool Ward as it bordered on Leechpool Woods
and had a school of that name in the proposed Ward, whereas the proposed
Riverside Ward contained Forest Girls School, Forest Boys School and the
Foresters Inn; (ii) polling stations should be located at certain
specified places; (iii) that the Industrial Estate should be contained
within one ward, namely the Leechpool (Forest) Ward; (iv) it was felt that
the MiHals, Forestfield, Smithbarn, Heron Way area was one residential
unit; indeed it was a catchment area for Heron Way Primary School; it
therefore followed that «this area would be better included in the
Riverside Ward; and (vKthe area known as Herons Ghyll should be included
within Riverside Ward (D) the area known as Roffey, extending on both
sides of the A264 east to Waltons Farm and the road northwards to Rusper,
and bounded on the north by the railway line, should be included in the
Leechpool (Forest) Ward and (c) the proposed development In the North
Heath Lane area together with all existing residential development in that
area be apportioned between the Trafalgar and Denne Wards;
(4) from the Horsham and Crawley Divisional Conservative Association as at
item (4) in paragraph 44 above and saying that there were a number of
m^nor boundary changes (unspecified) that they would like to see arranged;
(5) from the Trafalgar Neighbourhood Council as at.item (5) In paragraph 44
above and saying that there were a number of mftnor boundary changes
(unspecified) that they would like to see arranged.
49. Mr. J. Armour-Milne, representing the Riverside Neighbourhood Council, who
had been present in the morning (see also paragraph 16 above), was not able to
be present in the afternoon because of another meeting, but was content to leave
the matter on the basis of the written representations.
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50. Mr. J.E. Moon, for the Forest Neighbourhood Council, said that, as to
ward names, his Council felt that Leechpool would be more appropriate as
Leechpool Woods (outside the Ward) formed one of the boundaries of the Ward.
The name Forest suggested by the District Council was due to the Forest Boys
and Girls Schools near the boundaries but neither was in the Ward; they were
in the Riverside Ward. His Council also felt that the Hillais, Forestfield
Smithbarn, Heron Way area formed one residential unit, and was also in the
catchment area for the Heron Way School (in Riverside Ward adjoining the Ward
boundary) and should be in the Riverside Ward instead of Forest Ward; he did
not know what the electorate was. Mr. Baty, for the District Council, said
that the current electorate was 182 and that the area was fully buit up..
Mr. Moon continued that his Council supported the recommendations already made
for the Doosday Ward to be added to the Riverside Ward. Mr. Moon then said
that development was taking place in the North Heath Lane area (part of the
Roffey Ward) and, in asking that this should be apportioned between Trafalgar
and Denne Wards (item (v)(c) in their written representation above) jfhis
Council had been anticipating that the boundaries would be moved forthwith;
it was what they would like to see in future but he was not pressing it on me
at this meeting. Mr. Hobbs entered an objection to this suggested change
because there was development further out. As to the other items in his
Council's written representations, Mr. Moon accepted from me that polling
stations (item (ii))were not a matter for the Commission, said that the
Industrial Estate (item (ill)) was already in the Ward, so this item was met,
said that item (v)(a) was part of Doomsday Ward and that item (b) like item (c)
was outside Horsham Town and so would require a boundary alteration and agreed
that I need not proceed to consider it at the present stage.
51. Mrs. Large, speaking for Horsham Rural Parish Council, said that the
development in the Doosday Ward was a continuation of the Horsham urban
residential area, and they totally supported that it should go into the
Riverside Ward.
52. Mr. Baty, for the District Council, said, as to the proposed renaming of
the Forest Ward, that when the Council were arriving at names they considered
Forest appropriate because adjoining the Ward was the very large St. Leonards
Forest. They did not support the name Leechpool but felt Forest would be more
representative of the area. His Council had no objection to the proposal of the
Forest Neighbourhood Council mentioned in paragraph 50 for the transfer of an
area to the Riverside Ward. His Council felt that the Doosday Ward should be
joined with Riverside. As to the Riverside Neighbourhood Council's written
representations there were originally 13 members for the Horsham Town wards,
the Council's proposals reduced them to 12, and the Commission's to 11. The
latter was, in his Council's view, an unacceptable reduction In the town area
wards in relation to the remaining wards. The estimated electorate for the
Denne Ward would be 4,562 by the end of 1979, and, on the Council's basis of 3
members, would average 1,520 electors per councillor. This was a reasonable
figure only slightly less than Trafalgar, 1,644 electors per councillor, and
there the Commission had agreed 3. If a figure of 2 councillors were adopted
this would be 2,281 electors per councillor which was much higher than any of
the other three Town wards, almost 400 electors per councillor higher. The
proposed reduction was not acceptable.
As to the Riverside Council's suggestion
that the Ward should be extended out to the Bypass, this was not supported; it
would mean extending into the Parish of Warnham and the Broadbridge Heath Parish
Ward of Horsham Rural Parish, and fell down on the need for altering boundaries
as in the case of two of the Forest Neighbourhood Council's suggestions. He
thought that the other areas specifically mentioned in the Riverside Council's
written representations (item (11)) were in the Doomsday "Ward.
53.

Mr. Evenden, speaking for the Trafalgar Neighbourhood Council, referred
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to the last part of their written representations (relating to unspecified
minor boundary changes) and said that there were 6 houses at the end of
Kingfisher Way which were in the rural area while all the other houses in
Kingfisher Way were in Trafalgar Ward. This was a proposal for rewarding.
Mr. Hobbs said that he thought the area was in Warnham Parish. Mr. Evenden
continued that his Council also suggested another boundary alteration to
provide a natural ward boundary, namely, to transfer the area of Trafalgar
Ward north of Warnham Road to Denne Ward, so that Warnham Road and not Pondtail
Road formed the boundary in this area. Warnham Road was a wide road which was
a barrier between the development on either side. Mr. Baty said that this
transfer had not been considered by his Council.Mr. Evenden said that he
thought that 4 of the Neighbourhood Councillors lived in the area concerned.
Mrs. Brenda Large said that she was a resident in Collingwood Road nearby,
though not in the area proposed for transfer, and she supported the transfer.
Mr. Baty said that the electorate in the area proposed for transfer was 347
and it was built up.
(8) The District Council's General Reply
54. Mr. Baty, making a general reply for the District Council, at the end of
the discussion, said that the District Council's original draft scheme
provided for 43 councillors, the same as the existing arrangements.. The
Commission's arrangements also provided for 43 members. The Commission
proposed to provide 3 members for Rusper and, in an effort not to exceed 43,
had found it necessary to sacrifice 2 seats, one at Denne and one at Henfield.
The Council would suggest that if the Commission were not going to take into
account the need to adjust the District boundary with Crawley it would be
reasonable to increase the number of councillors from 43 to 44 which would
enable the Commission to adopt the District Council's proposals in full as in
the draft scheme and put to me at the meeting, and this would take account of
overspill from Crawley in the Bewbush area. He invited me to urge the
Commission to accept the proposals put forward today by the District Council
for the rewarding of the District. The District Council had sympathy with
Parish Councils on the apparent absurdity of carrying out electoral rewarding
before reviewing parish boundaries.

5.

ACCOUNT OF INSPECTIONS MADE

55. On Thursday, 22nd September, 1977, I left the District Council's offices
at Comewell House, Horsham, in company with Mrs. J. Harwood, of the electoral
registration office of the District Council, to tour the areas which had been
the subject of representations. I first went to inspect the area of the
Trafalgar Ward north of Warnham Road which the Trafalgar Neighbourhood Council
had suggested should be transferred to Denne Ward (see paragraph 53 above).
I travelled via North Para<le up the Warnham Road to the north-west boundary of
the proposed Trafalgar Ward and then returned down Warnham Road and turned left
into Pondtail Road and then through the estate development via Old Hillmeads,
Kingfisher Way. Trundle Head and the end of Old Mi11meads back into Pondtail
Road and then down Ashleigh Road in Denne Ward to Wimblehurst Road and t^n
via Hurst Road to the south-east of the Horsham Town area.
56. I then went to Mannings Heath in Nuthurst Parish, and round Mannings Heath,
and then through the Crabtree Ward of Lower Seeding Parish and through Cowfold
Parish for the purpose of inspecting the proposed Henfield Ward. I first travelled
south through Shermanbury on the Cowfold - Henfield road turning left in
Henfield Parish and going east past Chestham Park to the road running north
along the District boundary back into Shermanbury Parish and turned left down the
long cul-de-sac Just over the River Adur to view the eastern part of the Parish.
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I then went back and turned right travelling south down the District boundary
and via Blackstone in Woodmancote Parish to Henfield and around in Henfield.
57. I then travelled south to Upper Beedings and turned west to go through
Bramber and then through Steyning to Wiston Parish. Passing by Wiaton Park
I turned north past what is marked on the Ordnance Survey Hap as Buncton to
Hole Street and then to Ashlngton. After passing through Ashington I turned
west to Warminghurst Church and thence went south to Washington and into and
around Washington village and then north to Heath Common to look at the
development in progress and proposed in the southern part of Thakeham Parish.
I visited Hamper Lane, Bracken Lane, Bracken Close, including the estate which
had been laid out with roads but not yet developed, and on to Water Lane to
inspect the 137 house estate development, where 1 met Mr. McKelvie and we went
round the estate. I then left Mr. McKelvie and travelled north on the road
towards Coolham and east to Thakeham village and then north-east and south-west
to regain the Coolham road turning right before reaching Coolham to go to
Shipley and Dragons Green and then, after lunch, to Coolham (also in Shipley
Parish).
58. Having seen Shipley Parish, I then continued north to Barns Green in
Itchingfield Parish and then through the village of Itchingfield to the Toathill
Road turning left down this and the forking left to view the development in the
north part of Itchingfirld Parish adjoining Slinfold Parish, nthen regained
the Toathill Road and turned off to Slinfold village. From SlAifold I went east
to the Horsham Bypass, A24.
59. I then went south on the A24 to Southwater and, turning off the A24, to
Copsale and Maplehurst both in Nuthurst Parish and went north to Nuthurst village
and Monk's Gate.
«
60. From Monk's Gate I went to the Doomsday Ward of Horsham Rural Parish,
viewing first the more rural southern part of the Ward including going down
Kerves Lane and back, and then to the built-up north-eastern part of the Ward
and via Hernbrook Drive, Dickins Way, Hammerpond Road, Brambling Road, Heron Way
and Smithbarn into the area suggested by the Forest Neighbourhood Council for
transfer from the Forest Ward to the Riverside Ward (see paragraph 50 above),
travelling in this area via Smithbarn and Millais to Comptons Lane and south
down Comptons Lane to Depot Road.
61. I then left Horsham by the Crawley road to view the Bewbush development
on the District boundary, travelling into the estate in course of development.
Having seen this I returned to Horsham to catch the 16.09 train to London.
6.

ASSESSMENT OF THE WEIGHT OF THE ARGUMENTS,
CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS AND
REASONS
Part I * The General Background
62. In later paragraphs of. this report I set out recommendations with reasons
on the various particular areas discussed before me. But in ordar that these
recommendations may be better understood I think it desirable to set out first
by way ol general background the statutory provisions so far as relevant within
which the Commission, and in turn I as Assistant Commission, have to act.
63. Sub-section (2) of section 78 of the Local Government Act, 1972, provides
that
"In considering the electoral arrangements for local government
areas for the purposes of this Part of this Act, the Secretary of
State, each of the Commissions and every district council shall
so far as is reasonably practicable comply with the rules set out
in Schedule 11 to this Act".
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64.

The relevant rule in Schedule 11 reads as follows :"3(1) This paragraph applies to the consideration by the Secretary
of State or either of the Commissions of the electoral arrangements
for elections of councillors of a district or London borough.
(2) Having regard to any change in the number or distribution
of the local government electors of the district or borough likely
to take place within the period of five years immediately following
the consideration (a) the ratio of the number of local government electors
to the number of councillors to be elected shall be, as nearly
as may be, the same in every ward of the district or borough;
(b) in a district every ward of a parish or community having a
parish or community council (whether separate or common)
shall lie wholly within a single ward of the district;
(c) in a district every parish or community which is not
divided.into parish or community wards shall lie wholly within
a single ward of the district.
(3) Subject to sub-paragraph (2) above, in considering the
electoral arrangements referred to in sub-paragraph (1) above, regard
shall be had to (a) the desirability of fixing boundaries which are and will
remain easily identifiable; and
(b) any local ties which would be broken by the fixing of
any particular boundary".

65. It will be seen that the first and main requirement is that the ratio of the
number of electors to the number of councillors shall be, as nearly as may be, the
same in every ward. Even the desirability of avoiding the breaking of local ties
is sub-ordinated to this; and, indeed, in a parish divided into parish wards it
is permissible for different wards in the parish to be in different district wards
There is nothing whatever about not Including parishes having no{ ties with each
other or having different interests in one ward. Nor is there anything about
having regard to scattered population, width of geographical area, difficulties
of communications, rural weighting or the burden on rural councillors.
66. There are indeed two areas of discretion. First, the Commission are only
required to adhere to the rules "so far as is reasonablypracticable". Secondly,
the ratio has only to be the same "as nearly as may be' . In my opinion these two
areas of discretion do not permit the Commission, and consequently myself, to
sub-ordinate the same ratio rule to factors of the kind mentioned in the last
proceeding paragraph which are, or may be, common factors over England as a
whole and not peculiar to the Horsham District. If Parliament had wished tbe
Commission to have regard to such factors as a general rule it would have said so,
as it has done in relation to breaking local ties, though, as I have said, even
this is sub-ordinated to the same ratio rule.
67. This is not to say that all factors should not be examined in each individual
case. They should be, and I have considered all the arguments put to me in
relation to their own particular facts, but this general background must affect
the weight that is given to factors such as I have described and shows that.the
same ratio rule cannot be disregarded.
68. For the sake of completeness, I should also mention that I have borne in
mind the words "so far as is reasonably practicable" in s. 78(2) of the Act.
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69. Before leaving the general statutory background I think I should
emphasise that the grouping together of parishes in wards with which I am
concerned is solely for the purpose of elections to the District Council,
and it is for this purpose alone that the rules which I have set out earlier
apply. My recommendations are not to be regarded as a precedent for other
purposes, e.g., the review of parish boundaries, where quite other criteria may
apply, e.g., for parish council boundaries, where s. 47 of the Act lays down
the interests of effective and convenient local government as criteria. Nor
should my recommendations simply for electoral ward boundaries have any effect
on the social, religious or educational life of a parish.
The 1950 Estimated Electorate
70. Before leaving the general background I think it well to deal with the
1980 estimated electorate. The method by which the District Council estimated
the 1980, in fact the end of 1979, electorate is described in paragraph 11 above,
and I think that in general they produced a reasonable estimate. However, the
speed with which development is carried out is governed by a number of factors,
such as demand which in turn is governed by economic factors such as the
availability of mortgages and interest rates, or such as the capability and size
of the building developer concerned or changes in land ownership, and it often
takes quite a long time to get a large project off the ground but once the start
is made the speed may rapidly quicken. I think that there are two Parishes
were the District Council's original 1980 estimates are suspect, not because
the estimates when made were not the best but because of subsequent events. The
two Parishes are Rusper and Thakeham. The discussions about Rusper are set out
in paragraphs 11, 12 and 46 above. Obviously the Bewbush development in the
Parish has taken much longer to start than originally anticipated, but it has
started and the Crawley Council are expecting the pace to quicken with a
particularly large number of completions in early 1980, but It may well be that,
so far as contracts have not yet been let their hopes are still optimistic..
I think that it would be faitfin all the circumstances to reduce the original
figure of 7,486 to 3,500.
71. In the case of Thakeham the opposite has happened (see the discussion in
paragraphs 26 and 32 above). Why the electorate went down from 1975 to 1977
is difficult to explain, but it is, in my opinion of no significance for the
future and I disregard it. s It is obvious on the ground that development is
going on there apace; there is evidence of it not only on a substantial scale
on the Water Lane site, but on individual plots elsewhere. I think it reasonable
to assume that the Water Lane estate development, by a national rather than a
small local builder, of 137 houses will be carried through to completion at a
reasonably early date, but I do not expect development on the other sites,
which is likely to be more individualistic or expensive to go on at the same
rate. In all the circumstances from what I heard and saw I think it reasonable
to assume a 1980, or end of 1979, figure of 1,333 for the estimated electorate
rather than the original figure of 983..
72. The foregoing adjustments at Rusper and Thakeham result in a net reduction
of the total District electorate of 3,636, making an estimated 1980 electorate
of 79,187 instead of 82,823, giving on the basis of a Council of 43 members,
an average electorate per member of 1,842. This, of course alters all the 1980
entitlements on which the Commission's proposals were based, and I have
recalculated these as shown in column 7 of the Table in paragraph 6 above.
The recommendations contained in the following paragraphs of this report are
based on the revised electorate and average number of electors per member.
73. The revised figures result in an increase in the entitlement of the
Roffey Ward in 1980 from 3.93 to 4.11 although, of course, the 1975 electorate
entitlement remains constant at 2.28, and a question must arise in one's mind
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as to whether a membership of 3 is adequate for the ward, or some adjustment of
ward. boundaries is required. As the Commission were prepared to accept 3
members taking into account the estimated entitlement of 3.93, as there
were no representations before me on the subject of its adequacy, and as
ward boundary adjustments would need the making of a parish warding order, I do
not feel that I am called upon to pursue this question.
74.

I now VMTn to the individual cases.

i
Part II - The Individual Cases
(1) The Seeding Ward
75. The only issue on the Heeding Ward is that of name. The District Council
gave it this name in a commendable effort to keep the name short. But I think
that the criticsm by the Br amber Parish Council that the use of this name when
there are two quite separate Beedings, Upper and Lower, in the District is valid,
and I think that the name at least should be Upper Seeding. The more difficult
question is whether the name of Br amber should be added. In general doublebarrelled names are to be avoided, though I do note that the Commission propose
an Itchingfield and Shipley Ward. I believe there are special reasons for adding
Br amber; in the first place it is, I believe, much better known than Seeding,
nationally though no doubt not locally, because it is something of a tourist
centre with Bramber Castle and other attractions, and, secondly, it has, as
Mr. Armour-Milne described (see paragraph 16 above), a significant historical
importance, and it is, I think, a good thing for significant historical names
to be used. In the special circumstances J recommend that the name of the
Deeding Ward should be amended to the Bramber and Upper Seeding Ward.
(2) The Henfield Ward
76 . The issue in the case of the Henfield Ward is whether it should have 3
members as the District Council proposed and as argued for at the meeting or 2
as proposed by the Commission. The paragraph 6 Table shows entitlements of
1975 - 2.47 and 1980 - 2.31. Prima facie these entitlements do not justify 3
members. There are no broken ties to be considered since there is no change in
the existing ward boundaries. I have considered the other factors mentioned
at the meeting, but can find none to justify a departure from the same ratio
rule beyond that Inherent in the parish electorates. Though the Ward is large
in acreage it does not seem to me unduly large and the great bulk of the
electorate is centred on Henfield itself, so that the electorate is not so
scattered as in other wards. It is true that Shermanbury Parish is somewhat
unusual in being divided, so far as public roads go, into two parts with a
long detour to get from one part to the other, but the electorate Is small and
I do not think that this would make for too much difficulty for councillors.
The Act, as already explained, makes no provision for rural weighting.
77. The District Council argued that if Henfield had 3 members the number of
electors per member 1,421 (1975) would be comparable with the Commission's
proposed War ah am Ward with 1,424, and Slinf old Ward, 1,370. This is perfectly
true, but while it is practicable to make an adjustment to meet the same ratio
rule in the case of Henfield, it is not practicable in the case of Warnbam
where its neighbours, except Roffey, are also below normal and Roffey in 1980
is well above the maximum 3 members which the Commission are normally prepared
to contemplate, or in the case of Slinf old where Rudgwick and Billingshurst may be
near enough normal not to justify an alteration.
78. I do feel that this is something of a border line case. For example,
on the 1975 Henfield electorate the percentage divergence from normal for
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a 3 member ward is 18 per member while that for a 2 member ward is 24. On
the 1980 figures the percentage divergence per member for a 3 member ward
is 23 and for a 2 member ward 16. On the whole I feel that the 1980 figures
are the more important and that taken as a whole'Henfleld are not entitled
to 3 members if the statutory rule is to be complied with. I also think
that, as it were, the benefit of any doubt should be given to complying with
the rule. On the whole, therefore, and not without some hestitation and regret,
J recommend that the Commission should confirm their proposal that the Henfield
Ward should be a two member ward.
I think that I should make it clear, in the
light of the argument advanced by the District Council at the conclusion of the
meeting (see paragraph 54),that this recommendation has not been arrived at in
order to provide an additional member for the Rusper Ward.
(3) The Ashington Ward
79. The paragraph 6 Table shows that the Parish of Thakeham as a separate ward
would have entitlements of 0.59 - 1975 and 0.72 - 1980 while the Commission's
proposed Ashington Ward without the Parish of Thakeham, i.e. the Ashington Ward
as proposed by the District Council, would have entitlements of 1975 - 1.42
and 1980 - 1.26. The Ashington Ward as proposed by the Commission would have
entitlements of 2.01 - 1975 and 1.98 - 1980.
The Commission's proposed ward
complies almost exactly with the same ratio rule, while to have two sepaarate
wards would produce divergences, taking the 1980 figures of 28% in the case
of the Thakeham Ward and 26% in the case of the Ashington Ward less Thakeham.
There is no doubt that prima facie the Commission's proposal Is much to be
preferred as complying with the statutory requirements. Even had I accepted
Thakeham's full estimate of 1,500 for the 1980 electorate instead of the 1,333
which I have adopted this would still only have produced an entitlement of 0.81,
and this would not have altered the recommendation which I make below. Is
there any justification for departing from the strong prima facie case for the
Commission's proposal. In my opinion there is no question of ties being broken
since Thakeham is at present a ward on its own and it is not being divided from
any other parish. All the indications were certainly that Thakeham had stronger
ties with Sullington than with Ashington, but these ties are not being broken.
If to join Thakeham and Sullington would comply as well with the same ratio rule
I would recommend it in the light of the discussion but it would not for it
would leave Ashington with the 26% divergence referred to above while Sullington
itself is below normal, so that to join it with Thakeham would produce
entitlements of 1.47 - 1975 and 1.53 - 1980, almost half way between that for
a 1 member and that for a 2 member ward, not at all a good fit for the statutory
requirement. I have considered Option 2 put forward by the Thakeham Parish
Meeting and the Heath Common Residents Association for the incorporation into
Thakeham Parish of Warminghurst and the Heath Common area generally, but any
adoption of this suggestion would require the warding of the Parishes of
Sullington, Washington and Ashington on which there seems no prospect of any
early agreement if at all. Such a fairly fundamental alteration with the
prospect of a dispute would be better considered later on the review of parish
boundaries, and I do not feel justified in recommending its adoption at this
stage to the Commission, though it might well result in some better compliance
with the same ratio rule. Nor, having considered all the discussion, do. I
find anything else which would Justify disregarding the strong prima facie case
for the Commission's proposal. The argument which the District Council used in
the Henfield case could be used by Thokeham, namely, that they would be
comparable with Warnham and Slinfold, but I do not feel prepared to accept such
an argument in the case of Thakeham when so material an improvement can be
made by the Commission's proposal which would not be practicable in the other
two cases. In the circumstances I recommend that the Commission should confirm
their proposed Ashington Ward without any amendment of its boundaries.
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80. While I thus recommend that the Commission's Ashington Ward should not
be changed in area, I do think it would give the ward a happier start,
especially in the .light of Thakeham's history and its likely future growth,
if a neutral name could be found for it. In the case of one of the District
Council's proposed wards they used the name of a physical feature, namely
Toat Hill, as a neutral name for a ward consisting of two parishes whose
electorates were nearly -*qual. There is a well known physical feature in the
Ashington Ward, namely, Chanctonbury Ring, on the boundary of Washington and
Wiston Parishes, and, of course, Chanctonbury was the name of the former
rural district in which all four Parishes were situate. I, therefore,
recommend that the Commission should amend the name of the Ashington Ward to
the ChanctonJbury Ward.
(4) The Toat Hill and Shipley (Slinfold and Itchingfield
and Shipley) Wards
81. The entitlements for the respective Parishes of Slinfold, Itchingfield and
Shipley are as follows ;-

1975
Slinfold

1,270

1980
0.82

1,370

0.74

Itchingfield

903

0.59

985

0.53

Shipley

895

0.58

913

0.50

82. These figures show that the Commission's proposals will best attain the
same ratio rule; though Slinfold on its own is still well below normal; to
leave either Itchingfield or Shipley on its own would produce a ward which
would clearly be incompatible with the requirement. There is thus a strong
prima facie case for the Commission's proposals, which are supported by the
District Council and the Slinfold Parish Council and the Slinfold Amenity
Society. I can find nothing which justifies leaving either Itchingfield or
Shipley on its own, and, although the acreage of the Commission's proposed
Itchingfield and Shipley Ward is large and its electorate scattered, it
is not exceptionally so and, I think, could be adequately covered by a
councillor.
I recommend that the Commission should confirm :their proposed
Slinfold and Itchingfield and Shipley Wards without amendment.
(5) The Nuthurst and Southwater wards
83. J.will first deal with the argument at the meeting that the new Doomsday Ward
of Horsham Rural Parish should not be included in the Southwater Ward as in
the District Council's original draft scheme and as in the Commission's proposals
but in the Riverside Ward. The southern part of the Doomsday Ward is mainly
rural, but I am quite satisfied from what I heard and saw that the built-up
north-east part where most of the electorate lives is overspill across the Parish
boundary from Horsham and is part and parcel of the Horsham urban area and
has no practical connection with the rest of the Southwater Ward. I think that
there is an overwhelming case to put it into the Riverside-Ward, one of the
Town wards. The electorate of the DOGSday Ward was 631 in 1975 and is estimated
at 7oo at the end of 1979.
The omission of this from the Commission's Southwater
Ward would alter the electorate and entitlement figures of that Ward as follows :As proposed by the Commission (from the para. 6 Table)

1975
4,489

1980
2.92

" 5,449

2.96

4,749

2.58

Less the Doomsday Ward
3,858

2.51
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It is, therefore, evident that this alteration leaves the Southwater Ward in
an undesirable position from the ratio point of view, leaving it little better
qualified for 3 members than Henfield. Nevertheless the great majority of the
Doomsday development is so clearly a part of the Town area and, as it seems
to me, on any review of parish boundaries would be so certain to be
incorporated in the Town area, that I feel it should nevertheless be included
in the Riverside Ward. I accordingly recommend that the Commission's
proposed Southwater Ward should be amended to exclude the Doomsday Ward of
Horsham Rural Parish.
84. The question then arises as to whether Nuthurst should be included in the
Southwater Ward as proposed by the Commission or should remain a separate ward
on its own. The paragraph 6 Table shows entitlements for Nuthurst of 0.69 in
1975 and 0.70 for 1980. The electorate and entitlements for the Southwater
Ward less the Doomsday Ward and less Nuthurst would be :-

1975
2,796

1980
1.82

3,465

1.88

85. It thus becomes questionable whether since both Nuthurst and Southwater less
Nuthurst are below normal it is worth joining them together, having regard to the
other factors put forward at the meeting. Nuthurst on its own shows divergencies
of 31% (1975) and 30% (1980) from the normal while Southwater less Nuthurst
shows divergerncies per member of 9% and 6%. Joined together the combined 3
member ward would show divergencies from the normal of 16% and 14%. Should
Nuthurst be left on its own like Slinfold ? Had the Commission proposed the
joinder of Slinfold, entitlement 0.74, and Billingshurst, 2.13, divergencies
of 26% and 7%, they would have produced a 3 member ward with an entitlement of
2.87 (1980 figures) a divergence of 4%; or had they proposed the Joinder of
Slinfold, entitlement 0.74 with Rudgwick, 1.01, divergencies of 26% and o.oi%
they would have produced a 2 member ward with an entitlement of 1.75, a
divergence of/^# per member. I have, in paragraph 70, distinguished the case
of Henfield on the basis that in the case of Slinfold Rudgwick and Billingshurst
might be regarded as near enough normal not to justify an alteration, and I
have distinguished the case of Slinfold from that of Thakeham in paragraph 79,
on the ground that in the case of Thakeham and Ashington a very material
improvement can be made; of course there may also have been other considerations
in the Commission's mind for not joining Slinfold to one of these places. But
I find the case of Nuthurst very difficult to distinguish from that of Slinfold.
Billingshurst and Southwater less Doomsday and Nuthurst seem to me very
comparable and likewise Slinfold and Nuthurst. I also think there is
considerable force in the argument that Nuthurst and Southwater have very little
in common, primarily because of the lack of communications; the fact is that,
as in the case of most country towns, the roads radiate out from Horsham with
hardly any circumferential connections and the principal parts of Southwater
Ward and Nuthurst Parish are on different radiale; added to which one of the
main centres of Nuthurst electorate. Mannings Heath, is in a corner of the
Parish remote from Southwater. In all the circumstances I feel that the
withdrawal of the Doomsday Ward from Southwater which I have recommended has
reduced the usefulness and desirability of combining Southwater and Nuthurst
and that, having regard to the precedent of Slinfold and B^illingshurst and
the lack of communications mentioned above, it would be fair to recommend that
Nuthurst should remain as a single member ward on its own. I accordingly
recommend that the Commission's proposals for the Southwater Ward should be
amended further by constituting the Southwater Ward of the Parish of Horsham
Rural as a 2 member district ward to be named the Southwater Ward and by
constituting the Parish of Nuthurst as a single member ward to be named the
Nuthurst Ward.
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(6) The Rusper 'Ward
86. As mentioned in paragraph 70 I think that a fair estimate of the 1980,
or rather end of 1979, electorate for the Rusper Ward would be 3,500. This
gives an entitlement of 1.9 for 1980.
The 1975 entitlement is 0.96.
In the
circumstances I think that the arguments at the meeting that the representation
should be reduced from the Commission's proposed 3 to 2 should be met, and I
accordingly recommend that the Commission should amend their proposals by
reducing the representation of the Rusper Ward from 3 to 2.
(7) The Horsharn Town Wards
87. in paragraph 83 I have already recommended that the Doomsday Ward of Horsham
Rural Parish should be excluded from the Southwater Ward for the purpose o£
including it in the Riverside Ward. J now accordingly recommend that the
Doomsday Ward of Horsham Rural Parish be included in the Riverside Ward. This
will have the effect of increasing the electorate of the Riverside Ward by 631
(1975) and 700 (1980) with the following results :-

1975

1980

As proposed by the Commission (from the para. 6 Table)
5,393

3.50

5,393

2.93

6,093

3.31

Plus Doomsday
6,024

3.91

88. It is now necessary to consider the effect of adding to the Riverside Ward
the area suggested by the Forest Neighbourhood Council and agreed by the District
Council (see paragraphs 50 and 52). The electorate in this fully built up area
is 182. This addition would result in the following entitlements for the
Riverside Ward :1975

1980

6,206 . 4.03

6,275

3.41

The addition of the Doomsday .Ward does produce considerable under-representation
particularly in the 1975 figure, but I think, in view of the overwhelming case
for it and looking at the 1980 figure with a divergence of 10% per member, it is
reasonable. I feel, however, that to increase the under-representation of the
Riverside Ward further, unless there were a very strong case for it, would be
undesirable. My inspection of the area confirmed what the Forest Neighbourhood
Council said, namely,that the Millais, Forestfield, Smithbaru and Heron Way area
forms one residential unit, and, other things being equal, I would certainly
recommend that it be included in the Riverside Ward. But there is by no means
the overwhelming case for it that there is for Doomsday; in the case of Doomsday
it is a case of including in a town ward as distinct from a rural ward an area
which is part and parcel of the town; in the case of the Millais, etc. area in
the Forest Ward it is a case of whether to include a part of the town in one
town ward or another, and, in creating town wards, one must often be including
in two different town wards areas, e.g. on either side of a street, which must
have considerable interests in common. Having regard to the effect which the
transfer of the area concerned would have on the ratio of electors to councillors
I do not think the case for it, though good, is sufficiently strong, and J do not
recommend the transfer of the Millais etc area in the Forest Ward to the Riverside
Ward.
89. The next question is whether the name of the Forest Ward should be changed
to the Leechpooi Ward as requested by the Forest Neighbourhood Council and
opposed by the District Council. St. Leonard's Forest is shown on the Ordnance
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Survey Map as covering a very large area to the east of Horsham Town and would
include Leechpool Woods. I can understand the point the Neighbourhood Council
make that there may be some room for misunderstanding when the Forest Boys and
Girls Schools are in fact in an adjoining ward but, on the other hand, Forest
seems quite a reasonable name for the Ward, and, while the case is fairly
evenly balanced, I think that the wisties of the District Council, as the elected
body for the area, should be respected, and I do not recommend that the Name of
the Forest Ward be changed to the Leechpool Ward.
90. I now turn to the rather last minute suggestion, which had hot been
considered by the District Council, of the Trafalgar Neighbourhood Council that
the area of the Trafalgar Ward north of the Warnham Road should be transferred
to the Denne Ward. Having inspected the area, the suggestion seems to me to be
a reasonable one, but with no strong case for it or against it. I have,
therefore, examined it in the light of the effect it would have on the
electorates, and ratios to councillors, it »euld hnvt in the two wards, the area
being fully built up with an electorate of 347, with the following results :-

1975

1980
Trafalgar Ward
As proposed by the Commission (from the para. 6 Table)

4,833

3.14

4,933 2.68

Less the area proposed for transfer
4,486

2.91

4,586 2.49

Denne Ward
As proposed by the Commission (from the para. 6 Table)
3,812

2.48

4,562 2.48

Plus the area proposed for transfer
4,159

2.70

4,909 2.66

91. This suggested transfer needs to be considered in conjunction with the
other representations made to the Commission and discussed at the meeting that
the representation of the Denne Ward should be increased from 2 members to 3.
At the time of the Commission's proposal for 2 members for the Denne Ward its
entitlements were 2.48 (1975) and 2.37 (1980) (see the paragraph 6 Table);
the reduction in the total District electorate which I have adopted brings the
1980 electorate Up to 2.48 as shown above and in the Table, and the incorporation
of the area proposed for transfer brings it up to 2.68, to a point where I think
3 members could be justified for the Denne Ward. On the other hand, the transfer
brings the 1980 entitlement of the Trafalgar Ward down to 2.49, not very much
above the 2,31 entitlement for the Henfield Ward where I have recommended the
Commission to confirm their proposal for 2 representatives, though it is
relevant to bear in mind that the 1975 entitlement for Trafalgar less the area
proposed for transfer would be about 2.91. On the whole I have come to the
conclusion that this transfer should be made giving the Denne Ward an
entitlement of 3 members and that the Trafalgar Ward should be regarded as just
on the right side of the line for 3 members whereas Henfield is on the wrong side.
I accordingly recommend (1) that the description of the Trafalgar Ward in the
Commission's proposals be amended by deleting the words "to the western.boundary
of Horsham Rural (Det) CP, thence southwards along the said CP boundary to
Pondtail Road, thence southwestwards along the said road to the road known as
North Parade, thence southeastwards and southwestwards along the said road" and
substituting therefor the words "to Warnham Road, thence southeastwards along
the said road to the road known as North Parade and thence south eastwards and
southwestwards along the said North Parade"; (2) that the description of the
Denne Ward in the Commission's proposals be amended by the deletion of the words
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"along the eastern boundary of the said ward to the western boundary of Horsham
Rural (Det) CP, thence southa*stwards along the said CP boundary to the railway"
and substituting therefor the words "along the eastern and the. northeastern
boundary of the said ward to the point where Warnham Road meets the southeastern,
boundary of Warnham CP, thence northeastwards and southeastwards alon'g the said
CP boundary to the railway"; and (3) that the representation of the Denne Ward
be increased from 2 tc 3 members.
92. I have also considered the representations made by the Riverside
Neighbourhood Council that the Denne Ward boundary in the Hills Farm area should
be extended outside the Horsham Town area to the line of the Bypass; those made
by the Forest Neighbourhood Council that the area known as Roffey should be
included in the Forest Ward and that the proposed and existing residential
development in the North Heath Lane area should be apportioned between the
Trafalgar and Denne Wards; and the representation by the Trafalgar Neighbourhood
Council that the 6 houses at the end of Kingfisher Way outside the Town area
should be included in the Trafalgar or Denne Ward. These are obviously matters
which will require consideration at some time, probably on a review of parish
boundaries, but to effect them now would involve the.making of. parish warding
"C£ ^\-cTj\ *ftnj±* ****
orders by the District Council which the District CouncTTy
have" "fiot considered
and which may not in all cases be uncontroversial. In tire circumstances, though
it is possible that alterations on the lines suggested would help to mitigate
the over-representation which the Denne and Trafalgar Wards will enjoy if my
recommendations are adopted and nrtriati thcr TVi11 11 ffnrrl ir111 nnjnj in ilftftft imrtrr
*he—eumniuuiim'o pgepacaAa, I do not consider that I should be justified in
recommending these suggestions to the Commission at.the present time, and J
do not recommend that the Commission should amend their proposals to adopt these
suggestions. In this connection there were in the written representations and
at the meeting some serious criticsms, with which the District Council
sympathised, on the usefulness of proceeding with a review of District electoral
arrangements in advance of a pariah boundary review. While I can understand
that an advance District and parish boundary review might well have solved some
problems in the Rusper and Horsham Town areas, at least, I think it is only
fair to point out that s. 63 of, and paragraph 1 of Schedule 9 to, the 1972 Act
requires the Commission "as soon as practicable after the first election of
councillors for any new district in England" to review the electoral
arrangements for the district. It seems to me to be necessarily inherent in the
scheme of the Act that the Commission should review district electoral
arrangements as a whole in advance of any general district and parish boundary
review.
7.

CONCLUSIONS

93. In the result my recommendations amount to the conclusion that the
Commission's draft proposals should be amended so as
(1) to alter the name of the Seeding Ward to the Bramber and Upper Seeding Ward;
(2) to alter the name of the Ashington Ward to the Chanctonbury Ward;
(3) to transfer the Doomsday Ward of Horsham Rural Parish to the Riverside Ward;
(4) to constitute the Southwater Ward of Horsham Rural Parish as a two member
District Ward to be named the Southwater Ward;
(5) to constitute the Parish of Nuthurst as a single member ward to be named
the Nuthurst Ward;
(6) to reduce the representation of the Rusper Ward from 3 to 2;
(7) to transfer from the Trafalgar Ward to the Denne Ward the area of the
former north of Warnham Road; and
(8) to increase the representation of the Denne Ward from 2 to 3;
-
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but that otherwise the Commission should confirm their proposals.

94. I have only come to this conclusion after very careful consideration and
have endeavoured to set out fairly fully the reasons which have led me to it.
While many of those who made representations or who attended the meeting may be
disappointed in parts of the conclusion, I hope they may appreciate the reasons,
and I would like to express my thanks to all those who attended the meeting for
the kindness and courtesy they showed to me and the help they gave to me in
trying to find out fully the facts and the arguments involved.

(R.N.D. HAMILTON)

October, 1977.
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APPENDIX to the Report of the Assistant Commissioner (R.N.D. Hamilton)

Reivew of District Sectoral Arrangements
HORSHAM DISTRICT

Local Meeting to hear local views on the proposed arrangements
and suggested alternatives, to be held in Town Hall, Horsham
Assistant Commissioner - Mr. H.K.D. Hamilton

ATTENDANCE SHEET - 21st SEPTEMBER 1977
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SCHEDULE 2

• DISTRICT OP HORSHAM : NAMES OP PROPOSED WARDS AND NUMBERS OP COUNCILLORS
NAME OF WARD

.

NO. OP COUNCILLORS

BILLINGSHURST

2

BRAMBER AND UPPER HEEDING

2

BROADRIDGE HEATH

1

CHANCTOHBOT

.

2

COSFQLD
DENNE

1
3

FOREST

'

3

HENFIELD

2

ITCHINGFIELD AND SHIPLEY

1

NUTHURST

1

POLBOROUGH

.

2

RIVERSIDE

3

ROFFEY

3

RUDGWICK

1

RUSPER

2

-

SLINFOLD

1

.

SOUTHffATER

2

STEYNING

2

STORRINGTON

2

SULLINGTON

1

TRAFALGAR

.

.

3

WARNHAM

1

\VEST CHILTINGTON

1

YffiST (HIINSTEAD

1

SCHEDULE 3

HORSHAM DISTRICT

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WARD BOUNDARIES

NOTE: Where the Boundary is described as following a road, railway, river,
canal or similar feature, it should be deemed to follow the centre
line of the feature unless otherwise stated.
TRAFALGAR WARD

Commencing at the point where Farthing Bridge meets the southeastern boundary
of Warnham CP, thence northeastwards along said CP boundary to Warnham Road,
thence southeastwards along said road and continuing southeastwards and
southwestwards along the road known as North Parade to a point opposite the
prolongation northwestwards of the northern boundary of No 5 Parkfield, thence
southeastwards to and along said prolongation and said northern boundary and
the rear boundaries of Nos 6-1? Parkfield (including the garages) to a point
opposite the western boundary of Horsham Hospital, thence eastwards to and southwards along said boundary to the rear boundary of No 18 Parkfield, thence northwestwards along said boundary and the rear boundaries of Nos 19-33" Parkfield
and in prolongation thereof to the road known as North Parade, thence southwestwards along said road and Springfield Road to the road known as Bishopric,
thence northwestwards along said road and Guildford Road to the point of
commencement.

DENNE WARD

Commencing at the point where the southeastern boundary of Warnham CP meets the
southern boundary of Trafalgar Ward, thence generally eastwards along said ward
boundary and generally northwards along the eastern boundary of said ward to
the southeastern boundary of Warnham CP, thence northeastwards along said CP
boundary to the western boundary of Horsham Rural CP (Det), thence southeastwards and northeastwards along said CP boundary to the railway, thence southeastwards and southwestwards along said railway to the northern boundary of
Horsham Rural CP, thence westwards and following said CP Boundary to the south-
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eastern boundary of Warnham CP, thence northeastwards along said CP boundary
to the point of commencement.
FOREST WARD

Commencing at the point where Depot Road meets Station Road, thence northeastwards along Station Road to North Street, thence southwestwards along said
street to the eastern boundary of Denne Ward, thence northeastwards and
following said ward boundary to the southern boundary of Horsham Rural CP
(Det), thence northeastwards and following said CP boundary to the southernmost corner of Parcel No 319^ i as shown on Ordnance Survey 1:2500 Plan
TQ 1930, Edition of 1976, thence southwestwards in a straight line to the centre
of Hamper's Lane, thence southwestwards and following said lane and Depot Road
to the point of commencement.

RIVERSIDE WARD

The Doomsday Ward of the parish of Horsham Rural and an area bounded by a line
commencing at the point where the northern boundary of Horsham Rural CP meets
the eastern boundary of Denne Ward, thence northeastwards along said ward
boundary to the southern boundary of Forest Ward, thence northeastwards and
following said ward boundary to the southern boundary of Horsham Rural CP
(Det), thence southeastwards along said CP boundary and the western boundary
of Lower Beeding CP to the northern boundary of Horsham Rural CP, thence southwestwards and following said CP boundary to the point of commencement.

BRAMBER AND UPPER BEEDING WARD
The parishes of Bramber
Upper Beeding

BILLINGSHURST WARD

»

The parish of Billingshurst

3
BROADBRIDGE HEATH WARD

The Broadbridge Heath Ward of the parish of Horsham Rural

CHANCTONBUEY WARD -

The parishes of Ashington
Thakehara
Washington
Wiston

COWFOLD WARD

The parish of Cowfold
and the Crabtree Ward of the parish of Lower Seeding

HENFIELD WARD

The parishes of Henfield
Shermanbury
Woodmancote

ITCHINGFIELD AND SHIPLEY WARD
The parishes of Itchingfield
Shipley

NUTHURST WARD

The parish of Nuthurst

PULBOROUGH WARD

The parishes of Coldwaltham
Pulborough

ROFFEY WARD

The Holbrook
Roffey Wards of the parish of Horsham Rural

RUDGWICK WARD

The parish of Rudgwick

RUSPER WARD

The parish of Rusper
and the Colgate Ward of the parish of Lower Seeding

SLINFOLD WARD

The parish of Slinfold

SOUTHWATER WARD

The Southwater Ward of the parish of Horsham Rural

STEYNING WARD
The parishes of Ashurst
Steyning

STORRINGTON WARD

The parishes of Amberley
Parham

Storrington

SULLINGTON WARD

The parish of Sullington

WARNHAM WARD

The parish of Warnham

;

WEST CHILTINGTON WARD

The parish of West Chiltington

WEST GRINSTEAD

The parish of West Grinstead

